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Question:   Will the Town reject the use of Magnegrip’s magnetic system? 

 

Answer:  The intent of the specifications in the Invitation to Bid “Source Capture Vehicle Exhaust 

System” is that it is written as a performance based specification which is not tied to any specific 

manufacturer to allow for equal opportunity amongst bidders.  Minor deviations are acceptable 

provided they meet the intent of the specifications.   The Town wants to award to the lowest 

responsive and responsible bidder by allowing bidders to compete on an equal footing.  The 

Town will not reject the use of magnegrip’s magnetic system.  

 

Question:   Can you confirm if the existing building can structural hold/support the weight of a 

rail type system vehicle exhaust mounted to the underside of the apparatus bay roof structure 

and or any other part of the existing building? 

 

Answer:  The Building Commissioner has been consulted on this project/bid. This question cannot 

be answered in advance of a contract award.   Once the contract has been awarded, the 

contractor, as part of the submittal and permitting process shall provide a design that meets the 

intent of the specifications with the type of system that the contractor is providing.   

 

Pages 48/49 states the following:  

Fire Apparatus Vehicle Exhaust System Design Drawings 

A. Provide design drawings; the quality of the design drawings shall be equivalent or better than 

those of the Owner’s originated contract drawings.  

 Plan view of the overall Fire Apparatus Vehicle Exhaust System layout 

 Exhausted vehicle’ location 

 Actual location and length of guide rails 

 System component locations and mounting details, including seismic design 

 Fan locations, duct runs and sizes 

 Structural modifications to the facility to support the FIRE APPARATUS VEHICLE EXHAUST 

SYSTEM, including seismic design 

 

 

 

 


